Dr Ruby Payne’s

TUCKER SIGNING STRATEGIES FOR READING

Tucker Signing Strategies for Reading provides a very powerful and simple process that chunks the sounds of the alphabet into 44 sounds, fast tracking reading. Each sound is paired with a kinesthetic hand-sign, reflecting the written form of the letter.

This is a strategy that students enjoy, and appeals to reluctant readers, active children, struggling students, those with a learning disability, beginning readers as well as adult learners.

Highly congruent with other reading programs such as Reading Recovery, THRASS and Spalding

after a one day workshop you will -

- understand the Tucker Signing Strategy as mental model for reading
- be able to direct teach these to your students
- have planned lesson procedures
- have strategies for teaching even reluctant students to read
- feel excited and eager to start at the 1st opportunity!

for more information and to arrange workshops contact
sally sudweeks 0416033670